
Idoubt you need me to tell you that in the past few years security
has become the issue in the IT industry. When you consider that
the time in which an unprotected system connected to the Internet

becomes compromised is now measured in mere minutes1, and that
zero-day exploits, worms, rootkits, and other evils seem to threaten net-
works (and by extension, network admins) at every turn—well, it’s
enough to drive any administrator to despair.

But I for one, and perhaps you too, get a little weary of the con-
stant drumbeat of terror that so many companies and consultants
are sounding, no doubt in part because they make plenty of money
selling fear.

One segment of the security business that has certainly made it’s
share of money off me is the publishing industry; over the years I’ve
bought many very expensive and weighty tomes about securing net-
works and systems, about hacking and about counter-hacking, and
various other aspects of security. Sure, I’ve learned a great deal from
these books, but I’ve also come to realize that few of them have pro-
vided me what I really needed: a down-to-earth comprehensive
overview of all the elements of a secure network, from people to poli-
cies to programs.

I reviewed the book “Hacking Exposed” in March 2004 (see sidebar)
as one of the highlights in my search for good reference materials to
address the kinds of real, day-to-day challenges encountered in secur-
ing a network. I was much impressed by the book, but it was certainly
no general overview. It was, in fact, an arcane guide to the tactics and
techniques of hacking; fascinating, but not directly applicable to
workaday tasks (unless you’re a hacker, I guess).

Too often books on the topic of security are quickly outdated and in
fact little more than “cookbooks” with recipes to “apply this patch,
close that port.” Such books do have their place, but are ineffective in
advancing the skills needed to develop security strategy and the intel-
lectual concepts needed to cope with the constant struggle to balance
access with security.

Considering the constant pressure put upon admins by business
demands to make their networks easier to use (counter to the ideal
of ultimate security which is, after all, a computer inaccessible in
any way by anybody), there is a pretty painful dilemma facing
admins and a real need to broaden the definition of security beyond
mere technology.

The book “Protect Your Windows Network,” by Jesper Johansson
and Steve Riley provides a refreshing perspective on and guide to con-
tending with this dilemma. They call their approach the “defense in
depth” model.

THE AUTHORS

The authors of the book are in a position to give a valuable insider’s
view of Windows networks: both are long time Microsoft employees
and evangelists, and very popular security seminar speakers. I give
Microsoft credit for supporting the authors’ effort to get out there and
frankly discuss the realities of Windows security within the overall
scope of network security.

Dr. Jesper Johansson is Microsoft’s Program Manger for Security
Policy, and holds a Ph.D. in MIS. He’s also famous (or perhaps notori-
ous) for publicly and vocally advocating at a recent Australian security
conclave (AusCERT, May 2005) that passwords be kept in written
form, a philosophy in opposition to nearly every corporate security pol-
icy I’ve ever seen. He continues this argument in the book.

I admire his willingness to take such a controversial position, and I
agree with him. A good password, as we all know, features a mix of
upper and lower case letters, symbols, and numbers. Thus by defini-
tion, a good password is difficult to remember. So how do ordinary
users (and sometimes even security-conscious admins) respond? They
pick a bad password that is easily discovered by dictionary or brute-
force attacks.

Johansson argues that we simply need to learn to treat passwords like
other sensitive documents that we keep in carefully guarded locations,
such as our wallet. In balance it is safer to have a difficult password to
crack than to run the risk of having the paper password record found,
especially if the recorded password gives no clue to how or where it is
to be used.

Co-author Steve Riley is Program Manager for Microsoft’s
Security Business Unit, with a solid background as a consultant in
security for enterprise networks as well. He is also a very entertain-
ing (and PowerPoint-free!) speaker, known in particular for advo-
cating the death of the DMZ concept. His lecture on the reasoning
behind this objective is an amusing and enlightening exploration of
the subject, and worth making a special effort to hear (see sidebar
for link).

THE BOOK

The authors describe the book in the Preface as “...lecture notes
everyone who has heard our presentations keeps asking for.” It does at
times read as such, with sometimes jarring jumps from subject to sub-
ject or curious forays into digressions. This is actually part of the
book’s charm, though.
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The book differs in emphasis from most other security guides, and
this is what makes it a valuable read: the “people and processes”
approach expands on the limited highly-technical take found in similar
books. That’s not to say “Protecting…” is short on technical details; it
is often deeply specific and sophisticated, but the authors are striving to
instill a secure mindset, rather than simply a punchlist of tasks that
would likely be ineffective in establishing security anyway.

The authors stated purpose is to focus on inconsistencies and over-
sights in security policies as well as to debunk “Security Theater.” I
love this term: it simply means security that is essentially ineffective or
mistargeted but looks good from the outside, and it is certainly no way
to genuinely secure a network.

One nit-pick I have is that in some early chapters I don’t think the
authors are entirely sure about what skill-level of reader they are writ-
ing for: Chapter 2 (an overview of hacking tactics) and Chapter 3 (a
discussion of patching) in particular seem written for neophytes. What
admin doesn’t know what a port scan is (thus, why is the term defined)?
And the chapter on patching discusses a mundane task as if it were a
radical concept.

Fortunately, later chapters are much richer in technical content and bet-
ter written for experienced admins. Indeed, they presuppose a significant
understanding of VPN technology, application security tactics, and
authentication schemes. I was especially impressed with Chapter 4
(“Developing Security Policies”) and Chapter 5 (“Those pesky Users”) as
outstanding practical guides to the political challenges of developing good
policies and balancing users needs with the requirements of security.

Chapter 6 (“Physical Security”) ought to be irrelevant for most
admins, but in my experience that may not be the case, and so it is a
welcome addition to the book. Many of us work very hard to protect
our systems from outside forces, but then leave the door to the server
room open for “just a minute” while we run out for lunch.

Chapter 8 (“Security Dependencies”) and Chapter 9 (“Network
Threat Modeling”) were the highlights of the book for me. Chapter 8
starts with the truism that no system is more secure than the least secure
system it depends on. The authors vigorously advocate micromanaging
Admin and Service accounts, and offer one of the best examinations of
the risks of implicit trusts in Domains that I’ve ever read.

Chapter 9’s exploration of ways to conceptualize and visualize net-
work threats through graphical analysis techniques such as threat trees,
data-flow diagrams, and trust boundaries and the application of proba-
bility mathematics to risk will transform your understanding of secu-
rity. The authors point out that true security is all about playing the
odds and that “Every security measure you implement needs to corre-
late to some realistic threat you face2.” What a refreshing, hype-free
statement this is!

CONCLUSION

You have to like a book that recognizes the truism that “…nobody
will ever call you to tell you how well the network is working3.” The
author’s have created a readable, detailed, and realistic guide to all
facets of creating and maintaining a secure network from the micro to
the macro.

The book isn’t perfect: I find the authors’ tone occasionally hector-
ing, and I think the repeated statements that neither the book nor the
CD contain any info to “aid” hacking is rather nannyish—perhaps
some lawyers had too much time on their hands. I expect a book of this
caliber to have powerful tools on the accompanying CD, and I think

any admin can be trusted with “dangerous” tools such as packet snif-
fers or port scanners. And if they can’t, it is not the author’s place to
worry about the use of those tools.

On that note, the CD is an afterthought, a mere de rigueur inclusion.
It contains very little: only a (useful) password generator and a few
other minor tools. In fact, one item on the CD is actually a serious blun-
der: a dubious HOSTS file that also blocks legitimate spyware research
sites. The text version of the HOSTS file contained in the book’s
appendix is also in error. To the authors’ credit the error is clearly
explained on the errata page on the book’s web site, but they should
have a prominent link on the home page declaring the problem also.
The gaffe is worrying because it’s the kind of simple mistake a basic
proofread should have caught, and it damages the credibility of the
entire book.

Finally, a quibble: the authors do occasionally indulge in fairly
obvious Microsoft bias. For example, in a Chapter 7 discussion of
firewalls they transparently advocate Microsoft ISA server. However,
the key word is transparently—when they do show their bias they
state so openly, and in the case of ISA Server, they correctly point out
that ISA server is indeed an excellent product. After all, they do work
for Microsoft!

Except for these minor complaints, this is an excellent book of
real use to any network administrator. It provides an enlightening
and useful perspective to securing your network. While not purely
technical, it provides the concepts and background needed for effec-
tive network protection.
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URLS:

Steve Riley’s page featuring downloads such as “The Death of
the DMZ” lecture: http://www.steveriley.ms

Jesper Johansson’s blog:
http://blogs.technet.com/jesper_johansson

Protect Your Windows Network errata, downloads, and notes:
http://wwww.protectyourwindowsnetwork.com

Addison-Wesley Publishers: http://www.awprofessional.com

TS Magazine “Hacking Exposed” book review:
http://www.naspa.com/PDF/2004/0304/T0403007.pdf


